At the airport

going up to the admirals club

Hanging out at the Admirals Club waiting for our plane at LAX
On the plane

Just landed!

Our first meal in Sydney

Seeing the sites
Relaxing to a beautiful view

Our first night out at a Sydney pub

Visiting China town

We found a sign just for us

Hanging out waiting for our flight to Melbourne
Rodrigo with an emu

the group with kangaroos

Melinda with a kanga

Robert feeding the Kanga

Rodrigo and Erin feeding the Kanga
Steph and Shelli petting a wallaby

Erin braving it with the fruit bats

Wine tasting in the Yarra valley

Erin didn’t get enough at the winery!

The girls having breakfast with Shelli’s old friend
Will taking a break from serious stuff

Making and having dinner together back in Sydney

At the Warratahs Rugby game
Steph and Eddie: enthusiastic Tahs fans

Enjoying the view....

Girls hanging out at a Sydney cafe

Enjoying the view on the way to a BBQ

At the BBQ.....
A day at the beach

Getting wet...

Building a sand castle

Going home on the ferry

A day at parliament brought interesting surprises…. (protestors)
Finally- at the University of Sydney.......
Discovering cool shops (insitu!)

The boys taking some time to explore Sydney

The boys exhausted and resting in the botanical gardens
Taking advantage of the night life…….

Girls night out!

Steph…. Being cool

Robert Relaxing after a rough
Erin needed to relax too.

From sugar to wine?

Shelli’s last night
The two Roberts hanging out doing the robot dance….

The blue mountains

Stephanie: a born leader

the brothers at the blue mountains
Going home.....